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ABSTRACT
Name : Syamsidar
NIM : 40300112024
Major : English Literature Department
Faculty : Adab and Humanity
Title : Illuminati Symbols in the Star Wars “The Force Awaken” Movie
Supervisor I : Sardian Maharani Asnur, S.S., M.Pd.
Supervisor II : Muhammad Taufik, S.S., M.Hum.
This research discussed about illuminati symbols in the “Star Wars “The Force 
Awaken” Movie was directed by J. J Abrams and the script was written by Lawrence 
Kasdan which aimed to describe the usage of that symbol in the movie. The 
researcher focused on Pierce’s theory about symbols of the semiotics triangle such as 
representament, object, interpretant and Marrs’s theory about the object of the 
illuminati symbol. This researcher applied descriptive qualitative method in revealing 
the data. The researcher used note taking as instruments to get the valid data. The 
result of this research revealed that seven kinds of illuminati symbols were found in 
the movie, they were; All Seeing Eye (one eye of Horus), the light symbol, theosophy 
crowned Oroboros, the shaped symbol, skull and bones, black crowes or a crock 
singing group and X cross saltire. The explanation of this research shows that there 
are seven kinds of symbol that refers to illuminati symbol.  
Keywords: Symbol, semiotic of Pierce, illuminati, and movie.
1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents five materials such as Background, Research 
Questions, Research Objectives, Research Significances and Reseach Scope.
A. Background
Symbols are always presented in our daily life. We can find them in any 
form such as movements, sounds, statements, colors or pictures. The word 
“symbol” comes from the Greek word “symbol” which means contact, taken, 
insignia, and of identification. Symbol is meant as anything that communicates as 
fact or an idea that stand for an object as stated by Goan (1997: 20). According to 
Shaw (1881: 367) in Fadaee (2011), Symbol is something used for representing 
something else. More specifically, a symbol is a word, phrase, or other expression 
such as image or picture that each having a complex of associated meanings; in 
this sense, a symbol is viewed as having values different from those of whatever 
is being symbolized. 
Talking about symbol we can found various kind of symbol in another 
place or another media example illuminati symbol. According to Dice in Volkan
(2013:21) Illuminati is assumed to be a secret society that has existed for centuries 
and is said to influence world events. Illuminati is a secret organization that runs 
the Jewish Zionist agenda that is based on the teachings of the Qabala, one goal 
more Qabala is emphasis political missions, in addition to developing the 
teachings of Qabala is worship Lucifer (enlightement). Any unclear, unexpected 
2event is believed to be initiated by this so called secret society for certain purposes 
involving personal, professional and/or financial advantage. Illuminati 
“Conspiracy theory” is referred to a speculation of such cases. In a world of 
continuous problems of dealing with economics, crime, and injustice people find 
comfort by detaching their mind from reality and getting attached to what media 
presents through the screens of television. The Illuminati are characterized by 
possession of information as a means to control sources of mass media, one of the 
goals of the Illuminati to control the world's economy and create a new world order.
Al-Baqarah ayat 120 as follows:
. ْمَُھتَّلِم َِعبََّتت ٰىَّتَح ٰىَراَصَّنلا َلاَو ُدوَُھیْلا َكنَع ٰىَضَْرت َنلَو
“The Jews and Christians will not be pleased to you until you follow their 
religion or millah".
The verse clearly contains the ambitions of the Jews to lead other people to 
follow their religion. Minimal to disseminate their teachings symbol through all 
the mass media sources ranging from TV, newspapers, radio to cinema studios, 
movie and another mass media.
Sometimes movie is used to express many things, such as social critics, 
complementary, history or the idea or ideology of the writer. According to Sobur 
(2002: 127), movie is a kind of dominant visual mass communication for being 
able to reach out many social segments and has the potential to affect the 
audience. Movie is a series of moving pictures recorded with sound that tells a 
story, shown on television or the cinema/movie theater (Hornby, 2005: 573).
3Based on the definition above, movie is the one of the most common 
communication media and much demand. They control what we hear, what we 
read and what we see through the movie. Many movies that infiltrated of symbols 
belonging to the group illuminati, such as the symbol has the shape is like 
triangles and on the top of the middle, there is one eye, and many other symbols. 
Example the movie usually uses symbol illuminati such as: The Lord of the Ring, 
Despicable Me and not only in movie but in music industry many musicians use 
symbols illuminati in the work such as: Ahmad Dhani, Katty Pary, Rihana and 
very famous is Lady Gaga almost illuminati symbol of his work there. Illuminati 
organization is trying to take the attention of many people to join a variety of 
ways such as through the movie. Moreover, the Star Wars "The Force Awaken" 
movie through one of the media they are trying to instill their ideology to the 
younger generation. Although packaged in a movie but it turned out there are 
some symbols and meanings to be conveyed to the public.
From explanation above, the researcher is interested to analyze the movie 
“Star Wars “the Force Awaken” to explore the existence of illuminati symbol that 
refers to some practice spiritual and intellectual. Movie is a powerful medium: 
being primarily visual, it therefore caters to a wide audience while illuminati is 
assumed to be a secret society that has existed for centuries and used symbols 
through some mass media to influence or the mind control of humans. The 
researcher is interested in analyzing the topic about illuminati symbol because in 
general research about symbols focus on symbols as generally in novel or prose
4and symbol of nature destruction while this researcher focusing on symbols of 
illuminati symbol that many found in this “ Star Wars “the force awaken”” movie. 
B. Research Questions
Based on the background above, the researcher formulated the research 
questions is how are illuminati symbols used in the Star Wars “The Force 
Awaken” movie?
C. Research Objectives
Relating to the problem statement, the researcher decided some 
objectives of the research to find out how the use of each illuminati symbol in the 
Star Wars “The Force Awaken” movie is.
D. Research Significance
The significances of this research are expected to give theoritical and 
practical implication as follows:
1. Theoretically, this thesis will be a reference to students of work devotee, 
especially for students of English and Literature Department, for doing 
research about symbol.
2. Practically; this theory will be able to give more knowledge to the readers 
about symbol.
3. The researcher hopes that this writing will give some useful information for 
the researcher herself, students, society and others who want to know more 
5about literature, especially about the illuminati symbol in the Star Wars “the 
force awaken” movie weather in other movies or other mass media.
E. Research Scope
In this research, the researcher used Marrs’ theory of illuminati symbols 
and Pierce’s theory of symbols of semiotic triangle. It was because the theories 
were very suitable to the research questions of this research which were to find 
out the kinds of   illuminati symbols and to explain how they were used. Marrs’ 
theory consists of fourteen kinds of illuminati symbols, namely the triple tau, 
shaped symbol, light symbol, theosophy crowned oroboros, hexagram symbol, x 
cross saltire as sign of death, winged caduceus symbol, the black crowes, a rock 
singing group, all-seeing eye, the stars, a phoenix, the number thirteen (13), the 
pyramid, the skull and bones.
However, the researcher only used seven kinds of the theory such as All 
Seeing Eye (one eye of Horus), the light symbol, theosophy crowned Oroboros, 
the shaped symbol, skull and bones, black crowes or a crock singing group and X 
cross saltire. The other kinds of theory were not found because there were no any 
symbols in the movie which represented them. The researcher had tried to analyze 
it for twice but there were no results at all.
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6CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
This chapter consists of two main materials such as Previous Findings 
and Pertinent Ideas.
A. Previous Findings
There have been some previous researchers that have researched about 
symbols, some of them are as follows: 
Rosida (2007) in her thesis entitles “The Analysis of Symbols in the 
Novel “Scarlet Letter” by Nathaniel Hawthorne”. She used semiotic approach 
because this analysis about symbol in the novel and the data were analyzed by 
using Richard’s theory. The objective of this study is to analyze the symbol the in 
the novel “The Scarlet letter” by Nathaniel Hawthorne. She found four kinds of 
symbols use within in the novel, namely: the scarlet letter, the meteor, pearl, and 
the rosebush next to the prison. 
Imran (2013) in his thesis, “Analysis of Symbol Dan Brown’s Novel “The 
Lost Symbol”. He used jerry’s theory to analyzing the meaning of each symbol 
and the objective of this study is to analyze the symbol in the novel “The Lost 
Symbol by Dan Brown”. He found three kinds of symbols that is (1) personal 
symbol, consist of: The Order Eight Frankli Square, Melencolia I, SBB13, 
Mesonic Ring, The Aphotheosis of Washington, and The double-headed phoenix; 
(2) cultural symbol, consist of: Statue of Freedom, Hand of the Mysteries, 
7Masonic Pyramid, Freemason’s chipper, Great Seal of the U.S, Kryptos Federal 
Triangle, Number 33 and Cross or Rose Cross; (3) Universal symbol, the writer 
found one symbol: Sacred Book. All symbols used in “The Lost Symbol” Novel 
by Dan Brown is to show as united states of America is nation build from 
Freemason spirit.
Hikmah (2008) in her thesis, “The Power of Symbols in Jalaluddin 
Rumi’s Prose “Fihi Ma Fihi” (it is what it is)”. She used Hermeneutics and 
semiotic Approach to analyzing those symbols reflected self-unity to Allah for 
most creators, and also embodies “wahda al wujud” unity of existence. She found 
in Jalaluddin Rumi’s Prose “Fihi Ma Fihi” (it is what it is)”, the writer concludes 
that there many kind of symbols. Several example of these symbol are, scholar 
prince, trial word, responsibilities prayer, helpless, forgotten ascetic, seal, religion, 
heart, unbeliever, believer, woe, the masters, the prisoners, the crucible, gold, 
house, fest, beloved and threw.
From the three previous findings above, this research has similarities and 
differences from those researches. The general similarity is that all the researches 
examine about symbols in the novel. Furthermore, the difference from this 
research is that the researcher did not research and analyze the symbol 
representations in the novel or prose that only analyze from statement or contexts,
but in this research is not only focused on analyzing symbol based on contexts or 
statement but also the researcher show from the picture in movie which is the Star 
Wars “The Force Awakens” movie. 
8B. Pertinent Ideas
1. Semiotic Approach
Etymologically, Semiotic comes from Greek language “semeion” means 
sign. Sign something which had represented other thing based on social 
convention. Semiotic is a science that study about sign and everything relates to 
sign, such as sign system, and the process of it. Semiotic literature systematically 
studies signs, symbols, creation process, and the others which relate to literary 
work as a system, Zoest in Hartono (2013: 31). 
The role of semiotics is the study the relation between signs and the 
object, ideas, events, and meaning that they stand for, and also to understand how 
sign or symbol produce other signs that determining meaning that translate into 
the actions interpreters. Semiotics is descriptive, but it does not resolve the issues 
communicated by the subject of its observations. Rather semiotic can processes 
that communication and produce meanings, describe the limits of knowledge 
expressed though certain processes, and facilitate critical discourse about the 
certainty of what can be known (Gaynes, 2010: 23).
Semiotic is considered as a theory of the production and interpretation of 
meaning. Meaning is made by deployment of acts and objects which function of 
“sign” in relation to other signs. In general meaning is not believed to reside 
within any particular object, text or process. Rather, meaning arises during the 
communication process itself (Chandler, 1994:02).
9Based on the explanation above, the writer concludes that semiotic are 
study of signs, how the human produce and interpreted sign, and then how the 
media represent sign or symbol. Sometimes the directors of movie insert their 
ideology in movie by use sign or symbol, so we need a study to learn sign or 
symbol especially for scholarship.
2. Definition of Symbol
The term of symbol derives from the Greek stem of “ballein ‘to throw’ 
and syn ‘together’. This etymology characterizes the way that words are forced 
into correspondence with ideas and their physical referents irrespective of any 
natural affinities. Throughout philosophical history, the term ‘symbol’ is almost 
exclusively applied to spoken utterances, inscriptions, or other culturally 
generated meaningful and actions created specifically for representational 
purposes. These cultural phenomena include talismans, ritual performances, 
religious relics, military insignias, spoken words, and typographical characters, 
among innumerable other forms. In contrast, a cough is generally referred to as a 
sign of a respiratory infection, not a symbol, and portraits are generally described 
as depicting people, not symbolizing them. These latter are signs that represent by 
virtue of some ‘natural affinity’, irrespective of human cultural intervention 
(Deacon, 2011: 1). 
According to Sebeok in his book entitled Signs: An introduction of 
semiotics (2001: 11), a symbol is a sign that stands for its referent in an arbitrary, 
conventional way. Most semioticians agree that symbolicity is what sets human 
10
representation apart from that of all other species, allowing the human species to 
reflect upon the world separately from stimulus-response situations. Words in 
general are symbolic signs. But any signifier-object, sound, figure, picture, word, 
etc. can be symbolic. A cross figure can stand for the concept 'Christianity' a V-
sign made with the index and middle fingers can stand symbolically for the 
concept 'victory'; white is a color that can be symbolic of “cleanliness, purity, or 
innocence, but dark of uncleanness, impurity or corruption and the list could go 
on and on. These symbols are all established by social convention. According to 
Bachry (1993: 95) symbol or sign is something like: drawing speech, emblems 
which explain or contains a certain sense, for instance white for holiness, rice as a 
symbol of wealth. 
Based on the explanation above, the writer stated that a literary symbol is 
something that means more than what it is. It is an object, a person, a situation, an 
action, or some other item that has a literal meaning in the story, but suggests or 
represents other meanings as well". A symbol is any structure of signification 
because every symbol is a sign or a particular linguistic expression that expresses, 
conveys, or communicates a meaning.
a. Theory Symbol of Pierce
A symbol is a representamen whose representative character consists 
precisely in its being a rule that will determine its interpretant. all words, picture, 
written word, a sound, a music, sentences, books, and other conventional signs are 
symbols (Buchler, 2013:112). 
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According to Pierce in Stira (2012: 06), in semiotic and philosophy of 
language, symbol is correlated to its object by a conventional decision, and many 
symbol the Pierce such as flag, emblems, astrological, and chemical symbols and 
also refers to the object that it denotes by virtue of law usually of general ideas.
Charles Sanders Peirce formulated his own model of the sign, of 
‘semeiotic and of the taxonomies of signs. Peirce offered a triadic (three-part) 
model consisting of:
Object 
Representament Interpretant
Figure 1.5 Peirce’s semiotic triangle
To qualify as a sign, all three elements are essential. The sign is unity of 
what is represented (the object), how it is (represented) and how it is (interpreted). 
The Percean model is conventional illustration as in Figure 1.5
1) The representament: the form which the sign takes (not necessary material, 
though usually interpreted as such) called some theorists “the sign vechicle” 
sign or representamen is something which stands to somebody for something 
in some respect or capacity.
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2) An interpretant: not an interpreter but rather the sense made of the sign 
interpretant is a term for the meaning of sign. 
3) An object: something beyond the sign to which it refers. That object is which 
the sign (represent) usually something else. But in borderline case of self-
references, representamen an object can also be same with entity. Afterward, 
in semiotic object is something to know what the name or form of something, 
and object is the real thing that can be known what the name or form. I this 
part object have important role to find the meaning of the signs. 
In Peirce’s own words:
“A sign . . . [in the form of a representamen] is something which stands to 
somebody for something in some respect or capacity. It addresses 
somebody, that is, creates in the mind of that person an equivalent sign, or 
perhaps a more developed sign. That sign which it creates I call the 
interpretant of the first sign. The sign stands for something, its object. It 
stands for that object,  not in all respects, but in reference to a sort of idea,
which I have sometimes called the ground of the representamen”. (Chandler 
2007:29).
Furthermore, the writer says that Peirce’s theory in the semiosis process 
of those sides (Representamen, Object, Interpretant) is something which should 
always together. They are inseparable in semiosis because they themselves have 
their function to determining each other so that semiosis process can describe or 
determine the sign clearly.
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C. Definition of Illuminati
Illuminati founded On May 1, 1776, under the direction of the newly 
formed House of Rothschild (and Wessely, Moses, Mendelssohn; and the 
Bankers, Itzig, Friedlander, and Meyer), who instigated the American Revolution 
to weaken Great Britain, and choose Adam Weishaupt to founded the Ancient 
Illuminated Seers of Bavaria, which became known as the Order of the Illuminati. 
Weishaupt said that the name of illuminati was derived from Luciferian teachings, 
and means, ‘Holders of the Light.’ In Latin, it means, the ‘enlightened ones.’ In 
layman’s terms, it means ‘to illuminate,’ or ‘to give light.’ It refers to someone 
who is enlightened, spiritually and intellectually. Satan, when he was an angel, 
was known as Lucifer, the ‘Bearer of Light,’ and being that the group’s name 
evolved from this, we can see the underlying nature of its goals. In addition, May 
1st was a great day for all communist nations, where it was known as May Day; 
and it is also known as a special day to witches (Rivera, 2004:35). 
The ‘Illuminati’ was the name of an occultic German sect that existed in 
the 15th century that professed to possess the ‘light’ received from Satan. The 
book World Revolution (by Nesta Webster) stated: “The art of Illuminism lay in 
enlisting dupes as well as adepts, and by encouraging the dreams of honest 
visionaries or the schemes of fanatics, by flattering the vanity of ambitious 
egotists, by working on unbalanced brains, or by playing on such passions as 
greed and power, to make men of totally divergent aims serve the secret purpose 
of the sect.”(Rivera, 2004:39). Their goal was now to achieve their aims by 
splitting mankind into opposing ideologies, and for them to fight among 
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themselves, thus weakening national governments and organized religion. The 
Illuminati also used monetary and sex bribery to gain control of men in high 
places, then blackmailed them with the threat of financial ruin, public exposure, 
and fear of death.
According to Makow (2008: 139), historically illuminati refers to 
Bavaria, is a secret society in the enlightenment era founded by Adam Weisphaut 
on May 1, 1776. Illuminati are a belief where knowledge is everything and there 
is no such thing as the mystery of God, because all have answers. Knowledge 
centers on a point symbolized by the eye (the eye that sees it all). All Seeing Eye, 
this term is known as we know this Illuminati Order refers to the eye that sees all 
(the eyes of Lucifer / Dajjal) who sees everything, especially to see and control all 
the humans in this world in order to achieve its goal.
The Illuminati itself is the world's driving and control group. They are an 
elite group that has blood ties. Realizing what the people call the New World 
Order is the ultimate goal of the Order of the Illuminati by diverting people from 
the path of God and conquering them in sophisticated ways to control the mind 
(i.e mass media, education, sexual freedom, migration, diversity, etc.) (Makow, 
2008: 189). In other words, the Illuminati is the Secret of the Conspiracy 
Organization against God, believers do not believe in religion. The Order of the 
Illuminati taunts the imbalance of the human brain, by encouraging ambition and 
passion for power and despising noble ideals and values (Makow, 2011: 142). The 
main purpose of the Order of the Illuminati is for power and wealth. They aim to 
rule the whole world and all mankind by destroying the religious and secular 
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government. The Order of the Illuminati will be enthroned in a new world order 
called The New World Order ".
According to Epperson (2009: 128), illuminati is a secret group with 
various movements that are performed to dominate the world through subversive 
means. Spartacus was the code of name that Adam Weishaupt, the founder of the 
illuminati, used inside that organization; Karl Marx was called "father of 
communism", Leon Trotsky is one of the major leaders of I Luxembourg's 
communist revolution in 1917, and Bela Kun, Rosa Luxembourg and Emma 
Goldman were Revolutionaries. This group has a strategy to master the world. 
One of its strategies is the destruction of major religions around the world, the 
collapse of monarchy and orderly government, the removal of private property (to 
be taken by the Illuminati), the disappearance of national patriotism, the abolition 
and mastery of family ties. . The strategy was supported by the Illuminati 
supporters, Kabbalah. Kabbalah itself is the people who worship the devil, master 
the supernatural sciences, plans to conquer the world under one leadership. One 
international order often uses symbols as a tool to attract the eyes of the human 
eye, the Illuminati Order. The Order of the Illuminati is a group that is supported 
by the foundation of the mastery of science and technology, intellectual, and 
financial. It consists of famous scientists, influential rulers, and wealthy 
merchants. The peculiar characteristic of this Order is its hiddenness (in fact not 
only this order is confidential). The Order of the Illuminati as a "puppet order" is 
not self-contained, there are Freemasonry, Zionists, and all the order of Kabbalist 
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formations working hand in hand to realize their ideals of forming a new world 
order or New World Order.
D. Kinds of Illuminati Symbol
Symbols have played powerful roles in the development of the human 
species. Millennia of cave paintings, etchings on stone, and letters on paper serve 
as humanity’s reminders of promises, covenants, and loyalties. In recent times, 
many citizens have begun to recognize Illuminati symbols reflected in the world 
around them. Marrs (2005:101) in his book Codex Magica: secret signs, 
mysterious symbols, and hidden codes of the Illuminati stated that there are some 
symbols in Illuminati, those are:
1. The Triple Tau 
The Triple Tau is the most significant symbol, or logo, of the Royal Arch 
Mason. It represents the Mason who has reached either the seventh degree of the 
York Rite or 13th degree of the Scottish Rite as embodying within the attributes 
of the Godhead, or Holy Trinity, by blasphemously declaring himself to be the 
great I Am That I Am, thus identifying himself with Satan's promise in the 
Garden, "ye shall be as gods."
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2. Shaped Symbol
This shaped symbol displays in the form of the Grand Cross Jewel of the 
33rd degree of Scottish Rite Freemansory.
3. Light Symbol
Light symbol is The Light of Krishnamurti relates the many-faceted 
mystical and spiritual occurrences of J. Krishnamurti as experienced by Gabriele 
Blackburn, a spiritual healer and clairvoyant. Light is one of the most universal 
and fundamental symbols. It is the spiritual and the divine, it is illumination and 
intelligence. Light is the source of goodness and the ultimate reality, and it 
accompanies transcendence into the Nirvana of Buddhist doctrine. This is the 
story of the author's life in relationship to these events, their extraordinary 
meaning, and the profound effect they had on her. In a simple, direct, factual
manner, she tells how his friendship, personal interviews, and the understanding 
of his teachings, helped her to resolve a life crisis, and discover an insightful way 
of living. This book voices the quality of the clear Light of truth which casts no 
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shadow. It is a personal testimony to the sacred life and teachings of 
Krishnamurti, that Gold Light of eternity.
4. Theosophy Crowned Oroboros 
The logo of Theosophy is blatantly occultic, combining the crowned 
Oroboros serpent with both the Jewish Star of David, or six-pointed star, and the 
encircled swastika. There are a few interpretations regarding the meaning of 
ouroboros symbol. One of them suggests that the serpent in the symbol represents 
the cycle of life and death that the Universe maintains. Ouroboros the infinity 
symbol represents two different phenomena such as life and death which cannot 
exist without one another. All beings are created/born out of/come from the 
nature, they exist and live by becoming a part of the nature. At the end, they return 
to the nature through death and become whole with it again until they are reborn 
in some different form.
Ouroboros is a symbol which has been used widely in many different 
cultures throughout the world during the course of history. In the Middle Eastern 
culture, Mithra, a divine being (or a God according to some beliefs), which was 
believed to be reborn, was sometimes depicted with an ouroboros around his waist 
or encircling his whole body.  In China ouroboros symbol has also been used as a 
representation of unity in Chinese culture, it was believed that the Universe was 
created by the union of the two opposites, the Earth and the Heaven. As two 
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powerful realms, the Earth and the Heaven united to deliver the creation of the 
universe. This opinion goes in line with the Chinese belief suggesting that the 
union of the two opposites, light and darkness produces creative energy.
5. Hexagram Symbol
Hexagram consists of two triangles opposing positions so forming six 
angles. This symbol is the most evil of all occult symbols often used in black 
mystic ritual to summon Lucifer. Symbol hexagram or six-pointed star, was first 
used as a symbol by ancient astronomers who are in Babylon and in Ancient 
Egypt. 
Symbol that initially not scary then becomes a symbol that is so black, 
caused by the Jews Talmudian that make as a major symbol in ritual summoning 
spirits. As group Paganist or idolaters (Satanists). Hexagon-shaped symbol is 
often used in rituals in the unseen world mystic black. This symbol should be 
available when calling the devil repeatedly during the ritual takes place.
6. X Cross Saltire as Sign of Death
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X as Sign of Death, the letter X in Freemasonry ritual, pomp and 
circumstance, it should be noted that upon his death, when the departed Mason's 
body is given a Masonic funeral by the assembled brethren, with his immediate 
family in attendance, the X again comes into play. The Monitor of the Work, 
Lectures, and Ceremonies of Ancient Craft Masonry for the Grand Lodge of the 
State.
7. Winged Caduceus Symbol
The medical profession uses the winged caduceus, symbol of Mercury, 
the ancient god of commerce, as a universal sign, or logo. Medical doctors even 
take the Hippocratic Oath, vowing obeisance to Asclepius, the Greek god of 
healing. The caduceus design is of two serpents intertwined around a staff, or 
pole, facing  each other. Again, this is evidence of llluminist doctrine of the 
integration of opposites. The two serpents are the same as the emblem of 
Freemasonrythe double-headed eagle.
8. The Black Crowes, A Rock Singing Group
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This symbol referred to human life that illuminati believe. The symbol 
represent of the life circle that connected to each other.
9. All-Seeing Eye
   
All-Seeing Eye symbol of Masonry, to be the symbol of the organization. 
It stems from Masonic tradition, where it is known as the ‘Eye of Horus’ (the Sun 
God), or the ‘All-Seeing Eye,’ which refers to the protection of Providence, 
“whose eye never slumbers nor sleeps,” alluding to the ‘Big Brother’ system of 
constant surveillance. To the Illuminati, it represents the eye of Satan, who its 
members worship. The eye itself is use a powerful and popular symbol, and the 
All Seeing Eye has its roots in the Egyptian Eye of Horus. Eye of Horus is a 
mystical symbol of the dark force which means all-knowing and seer. Usually he 
painted in hieroglips (ancient Egyptian writing) on the walls of the Pyramids. 
Horus is a god associated with the sun. He is mystical symbol of the dark forces 
that meaningful omniscient and mighty sees. 
10. The Stars
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The stars (representing a new constellation, or new empire), A dark scene 
inside a Masonic Temple in Greece. The human sacrifice lays straddled as a five 
point star on the altar. Superimposed behind are the descendant (hell) triangle and
the tau symbol of the Royal Arch. The delta triangle design is feminine and 
corresponds to the female's vulva.
11. A Phoenix 
A phoenix is the a mythical bird that would be consumed with fire of its 
own volition, then be resurrected out of its own ashes, which was the Egyptian 
symbol of regeneration used by the Rosicrucians, rising from the flames at the 
column’s summit, which was to indicate the revival of the new (America) out of 
the old (England). The phoenix clearly became an eagle. This is one of the highest 
military and spiritual symbols. If you pay attention to the German eagle symbol, 
too, this is an important symbol. Some companies use a phoenix as their logo, 
especially red on black, or vice versa, this is an important symbol, because the 
Illuminati use many rituals awareness in their training, in which a person is 
brought to death or near death, then "awakened" and was told that the Baal, or 
some other god, "giving their lives" and they present their new lives to him and 
the group. So, the phoenix is a symbol and a prime mover.
12. The Number Thirteen (13)
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The number thirteen is displayed prominently, and was thought to have 
referred to the thirteen colonies. However, the number thirteen was a mystical 
number to the Egyptians and Babylonians, and also the Masons.
13. The Pyramid
The pyramid represents the organizational structure of the Illuminati, and 
the capstone containing the eye, represents the House of Rothschild, who control 
the group, and have perpetuated the goal of one-world government. The pyramid 
is the symbol of strength and its unfinished condition denoted the belief of the 
designers of the Great Seal that there was still work to be done.” Notice they said 
“Deity,” and not “God.”
14. The Skull and Bones
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The Skull and Bones, is an ancient symbol with a powerful, hidden 
meaning. Today the Skull & Cross Bones signifies “poison” and we’re warned to 
“stay away.” The symbol has been used to represent death danger and evil for 
hundreds of years by Scotland or the St Andrews is considered to be the home and 
origin of much of the Masonic Ritual. But this is an intentional deception by the 
elite to hide the symbol’s true meaning. In fact, the Skull & Cross Bones is an 
ancient instrument used by sorcerers to gain spiritual power.  In 1873, some Yale 
students broke into their headquarters, a windowless building called ‘The Tomb’ 
adjacent to the campus, where they discovered their insignia– the skull and bones, 
along with some real skulls and bones. They wrote in the Yale newspaper, the 
Iconoclast: “Year-by-year the deadly evil of the Skull and Bones is growing.”
E. Synopsis of the Movie
The Star Wars “the Force Awakens" movie is a Box Office movie 
coming from the United States to the action, adventure, science fiction genre. The 
movie was directed by J. J Abrams and the script was written by Lawrence 
Kasdan. The movie starring by actors which Harrison Ford, Mark Hamill, Carrie 
Fisher, Simon Pegg, and  Oscar Isaac. This movie also stars by 2 actors famous 
from Indonesia which Iko Uwais and Yayan Ruhiyan and this movie released on 
December 18th, 2015. The Star Wars “the force Awakens" movie tells the story of 
a continuation of the previous series Star Wars VI: Return of The Jedi that aired in 
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1983 ago.  The movie is still tells the story of the struggle against the forces of 
evil were large and threatening the universe. They tried to make efforts so that 
they can stay safe from crime. 
About 30 years after the Death Star has been destroyed Secondly, Luke 
Skywalker, Jedi A last, has disappeared. First Order arose after the collapse of the 
Galactic Empire and seeks to eliminate Luke and authority of the Republic. 
Resistance groups are supported by Republicans and led by Leia Organa (twin 
sister of Luke Skywalker), opposed to them while looking for Luke to ask for his 
help.  Pilot Resistance, Poe Dameron met with village elders Lor San Tekka at 
Planet Jakku to get a map of the location of Luke. Stormtroopers under the 
command Kylo Ren destroy the village and catch Poe. Droid BB-8 managed to 
get away with bringing the map, and met with Rey. Ren interrogated and tortured 
Poe by using the 'Force' to know the whereabouts of droid BB-8. One 
Stromtrooper with FN-2187 code-named Finn, could not kill people Jakku for 
First Order. He decided to waive Poe and they escape by stealing TIE Fighter 
aircraft. But, when they will be up to the headquarters of the Resistance, they had 
an accident and the plane crashed on Planet Jakku. Finn was the only survivor of 
the crash, and the jacket belongs to Poe, he was wandering in the wilderness 
Jakku then met Rey and Droid BB-8 in a office, but they are tracked by the First 
Order and trying to avoid air raids of the First Order. They fled with the 
Millenium Falcon aircraft. Falcon destroyed, Finn and Rey met with Han Solo and 
Chewbacca. Han explained that Luke tried to re-establish a new Jedi, but he went 
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into exile after his pupil, Kylo Ren turned to the Dark Side and crush everything 
built by Luke.
At the headquarters of the First Order, Supreme Leader Snoke ordered 
General Hux destroying the capital of the Republic of Starkiller weapons to use 
your premises. The fleet has announced the end of the Republic. Snoke told Ren 
that to overcome the call of the Light Side and Dark Side of the master, he had to 
kill his father, Han Solo. First Order attack Planet Takodana. Han, Chewbacca, 
and Finn, who use a Lightsaber in battle, saved by Fleet Resistance X-Wing 
Fighter led Poe. But Rey was arrested, and taken to the Headquarters of Starkiller. 
But Rey managed to escape from the cell was used 'Force'dengan affect the mind 
one Stormtrooper.
Han, Chewbacca, Finn, and BB-8 arrived at the Resistance base in D'Qar, 
where they met Leia and the droids C-3PO and R2-D2, the last time it has been 
inactive since the loss of Luke. They also know that map to the location of Luke 
in BB-8 is not complete. Starkiller prepared to destroy the planet D'Qar, 
Resistance make plans to reduce the planet's shield so that they can attack fighters. 
Leia urged Han to bring home his son, Kylo Ren told him. By using the Falcon, 
Han, Chewbacca, and Finn infiltrate into the Headquarters Starkiller. Han met 
Ren and call her real name "Ben", and he begged to go back to the Light Side. 
Although contradictory, killing Han Ren using her Lightsaber. Chewbacca 
rampage and shoot Ren and detonated explosives to destroy the headquarters of 
the First Order in Star-killer. Ren injured chase Finn and Rey outside 
Headquarters. Rey, Chewbacca, and the Finn managed to escape into the Falcon. 
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At D'Qar, Resistance group celebrated, while Leia, Chewbacca, and Rey are 
mourning the death of Han Solo. R2-D2 suddenly woke up and revealed the rest 
of the map that is then fitted by the B-8. Armed with a map that is complete it, 
Rey with R2-D2 and Chewbacca headed to an island in a distant planet. Rey find
Luke standing in the cliff and offers him the Lightsaber.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH
This chapter presents Research Method, Data Sources, Research 
Instrument, Data Collecting Procedures and Data Analysis Technique. 
A. Research Method
This research used qualitative method by using descriptive analysis 
technique to reveal and describe the usage symbols in the movie through the 
Pierce’s semiotic theory. Bogdan and Biklen in Sugiyono (2011: 21) define 
Qualitative Descriptive Method as a method used to analyze and to interpret the 
data in the form of words of picture rather the number.
B. Data Sources
In this research, the writer took the data from the content of Star Wars 
“The Force Awaken” movie that contained the research question. Star Wars “The 
Force Awakens” movie is the box office coming from USA which has action, 
adventure and science fiction genres. The movie is directed by John J. Abrams 
and the script was written by Lawrence Kasdan. The Star Wars “The Force 
Awakens” movie was produced by Lucasfilm Ltd. and distributed by Walt Disney 
Studios Motion Pictures then this movie was released on 18 December 2015 with 
the length of the duration for 2 hour 15 minute.
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C. Research Instrument
In this research, the writer used note taking as instrument of data 
research. Note taking in Qualitative research is important thing to get and to 
remember information. According to Saunder (2003), note taking is notebook of 
points out ideas that use as one of the usual methods for preserving information. 
In order to find the data, the researcher made notes to identify the symbols which
represent illuminati symbols in the Star Wars “The Force Awakens” movie.
D. Data Collecting Procedures
The researcher focused on data collecting procedures as follow:
1. The researcher watched the movie “Star Wars: The Force Awaken” 
intensively to understand the whole story and to get the data needed.
2. The researcher screenshoted some pictures of the movie “Star Wars: The 
Force Awaken” which were related to the topic. 
3. The researcher noted the data on the cards based on note taking procedures.
E. Data Analysis Technique
After collecting all the data needed, the researcher analyzed the data by 
used Marrs’s and Pierce’s theory. The researcher explained each data based on the 
theory of Marrs and Pierce. The researcher also used Pierce’s theory because it 
was needed to explain further from the view of its object, its represetament and its 
interpretant and the only theory related to those which the researcher found was 
Pierce’s theory. 
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter provides findings and discussions. In this research, the 
researcher presents the entire data that had been found in Star Wars movie in the 
findings section. Meanwhile, the researcher presents a further explanation about 
those symbols found in the Star Wars movie. 
A. Findings
In this chapter, the researcher explains about illuminati symbols used in 
the Star Wars “The Force Awaken” movie based on the theory of Marrs and 
Pierce. Marrs divides illuminati symbol into fourteen parts and Pierce’s theory in 
Stira (2012:06) is used to briefly explain each illuminati symbol used in the 
movie. In this research, the researcher found seven symbols such as All-Seeing 
Eye (Eye of Horus), Light Symbol, Theosophy Crowned Oroboros, Shaped 
Symbol, The Skull and Bones, The Black Crowes-A Rock Singing Group and X
Cross Saltire as Sign of Death. Those data scan be seen as follows:
a) All seeing eye (Eye of Horus)
Datum 1
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The sequences of the movie posters show the All Seeing Eye of Horus. 
The poster showed the main character in the Movie Star Wars “The Force 
Awaken” with their right eye covered by Light saber. It shows only one eye of the 
character in the poster. It can be classified as illuminati symbol “All Seeing Eye of 
Horus” based on Marrs’s theory of Illuminati symbols. 
Based on the semiotic process by Pierce’s theory, the brief explanation of 
the symbol can be seen as follows: 
Representament: It shows five main characters in the movie with their right eye 
covered by Light saber. In illuminati symbol, it forms to “one 
eye of Horus”.
Object : The only right eye raised on the cover refers to All Seeing Eye 
of Horus symbol. 
Interpretant : The meaning of the symbol is the character “Ra” or the Sun of
God and can also be referred to the protection of providence. 
The symbol was used as the sequences of movie poster.
Datum 2 
Kylo : “I had no idea we had …The best pilot in the Resistance on board.
Comfortable?”
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Poe : “Not really”.
Kylo : “I’m impressed. No one has been able to get out of you. What you did 
with the map”.
Poe : “you might want to rethink your technique. (Groaning)
Kylo : “Where is it?.
The picture is the screenshot of the movie (00:17:53) which shows that
one eye was displayed perfectly in a scene. Therefore, this datum can also be 
classified as illuminati symbol “All Seeing Eye” based on Marrs’s theory.
Based on the semiotic process by Pierce’s theory, the brief explanation of 
the symbol can be seen as follows: 
Representament: One eye of the character Poe Dameron was blocked by the hand 
of the character Kylo Ren.
Object : The only eye arose and another was blocked can be considered
as All Seeing Eye of Horus symbol.
Interpretant : The meaning of the symbol is the character “Ra” or the Sun of 
God and can also be referred to the protection of providence. 
This symbol was used as the magic and powerful.
Datum 3
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Balatik : “Han Solo, you will dead man”
Han : “Bala-tik. What’s the problem?”
Balatik : “The problem is we loaned you fifty thousand for this job, and you 
also borrowed fifty thousand from Kankjklub.”
Han : “You can’t trust those little freaks! How long’ve we known each 
other?
Balatik : “not long. We want our money back now”.
The picture is the screenshot of the movie (00:45:20) which shows that 
all Stormtroopers was wearing mask which shows one eye symbol. Therefore, it 
can also be classified as “All Seeing Eye” based on Marrs’s theory.
Based on the semiotic process by Pierce’s theory, the brief explanation of 
the symbol can be seen as follows: 
Representament: All storm troopers was wearing red mask which had one circle
in the midle.
Object : The red circle in the middle of the storm troopers’ mask can be 
counted as one eye which can be considered as All Seeing Eye of 
Horus symbol.
Interpretant : The meaning of the symbol is the character “Ra” or the Sun of 
God and can also be referred to the protection of providence. This 
symbol was used by the Guavian's subordinate troops as the 
symbol of team.
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Datum 4
  
Rey : “Our job’s done here. Let’s go home”.
General : “We’ve got a heartbeat”.
The picture is the screenshot of the movie (2:00:52) which shows the ring
used by the general (the woman). It showed that the ring’s shape contained one 
eye symbol which refers to one eye Horus of illuminati symbol. This symbol can 
be classified as one eye of Horus or All Seeing eyes based on Marrs’s Theory.
Based on the semiotic process by Pierce’s theory, the brief explanation of 
the symbol can be seen as follows: 
Representament: General Leia Organa (the woman) was wearing a ring which 
contained one eye symbol.
Object : One eye symbol of ring’s shape wore by the General can be
considered as One Eye Symbol. 
Interpretant : The meaning of the symbol is the character “Ra” or the Sun of 
God and the symbol was used as the powerful and protection to 
the General Organa as the leader.
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b. Light Symbol
Datum 5
San Tekka : ‘This will begin to make things. I’ve traveled too far, and seen too 
much, to ignore the despair in the galaxy. Without Jedi, there can be 
no balance in the Force.
Poe : “well, because of you now we have a chance.
The picture is the screenshot of the movie (00:02:57) which shows that
behind the old man there was a light symbol which refers to illuminati symbol.
Based on the semiotic process by Pierce’s theory, the brief explanation of 
the symbol can be seen as follows: 
Representament: There is a light beside an old man and dark space of around the 
triangle sign.
Object : The triangle sign was raising during the old man was giving 
wise advices and that sign can be classified as light symbol based 
on illuminati symbols. 
Interpretant : The meaning of the symbol is enlightened ones and having best 
spiritually and intellectually. This symbol used as a signal and 
spiritual practice.
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Datum 6
Snoke : “this scavenger, resisted you?”
Kylo : “She’s strong with the Force, untrained but, stronger than she know 
Supreme Leader. I can get the map from the girl. I just need your 
Guidance”.
Snoke : “if you say about the girl is true bring her to me”.
The picture is the screenshot of the movie (00:50:13) which shows that 
the Supreme Leader gave advice to the black mask while the light was above him. 
The light raised in that scene can be classified as the light symbol of illuminati
based on Marrs’s theory.
Based on the semiotic process by Pierce’s theory, the brief explanation of 
the symbol can be seen as follows:
Representament: A light in the middle of the dark which occurred above the head 
of the Supreme Leader.
Object : The Light and wise advices by supreme leader are the object 
which is classified as the light symbol.
Interpretant : The meaning of the symbol is enlightened ones and symbol is 
used as spiritually and intellectually for their member.
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b) Theosophy Crowned Oroboros
Datum 7
Fighter : “approaching target”.
“Fighters incoming”.
Poe : “Shield up! Shield up!”
“Dispatch all squadrons”
Poe Dameron : “Keep it. It suits you”.
“You are a good man, Finn”
Finn : “Poe, I need your help”.
The picture 1 is the screenshot of the movie (01:22:07) where theosophy 
crowned Oroboros also appeared in Poe’s jacket, and The picture 2 is the 
screenshot of the movie (01:40:03) which shows a pilot wore helmet containing
theosophy crowned Oroboros symbol. Those symbols are included in illuminati 
symbols based on Marrs’ theory. 
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Based on the semiotic process by Pierce’s theory, the brief explanation of 
the symbol can be seen as follows: 
Representament: The logo used on Poe Dameron’s jacket and the fighter’s helmet.
Object : Logo on Poe Dameron’s jacket and the fighter’s helmet are 
categorized as theosophy crowned Oroboros symbol
Interpretant : The meaning of the symbol is sense of greatness, and the 
symbol used by uniform resistance team as the saver from the 
evil and the sign of the brave.
c) Shaped Symbol
Datum 8
Finn : “we can trust her, right?”
Han : “Relax, kid”.
“She is run this watering hole for a thousand years”.
Finn : “Maz is a bit of an acquired taste”.
The picture is the screenshot of the movie (00:57:05) which shows that 
the statue was representative of the shaped symbol based on illuminati symbols 
while the symbol under the statue’s feet also appeared another shaped illuminati 
symbol based on Marrs’s theory.
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Based on the semiotic process by Pierce’s theory, the brief explanation of 
the symbol can be seen as follows:
Representament: Statue which rose up both hands.
Object : The statue was posed and formed a symbol which is
categorized as shaped symbol grand cross in illuminati symbol.
Interpretant : The meaning of the symbol is wealthy and rich kingdom. The 
symbol is used as the sign of Maz’s Castle group.
d) Skull and Bones
Datum 9
Kylo : “forgive me. I feel again. The pull to the light. Supreme leader sense 
it. Show me again, the power of the darkness, and I will let nothing 
stand in our way. Show me, grandfather, and I will finish what you 
started”.
The picture is the screenshot of the movie (00:59:57) which shows that 
Kylo Ren sits quietly in his meditation chamber while facing to skull and bones.
Based on the semiotic process by Pierce’s theory, the brief explanation of 
the symbol can be seen as follows: 
Representament: A dark space and Kylo facing to the skull was burn ashen and
ghostly deformed mask of darth vader.
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Object : The skull
Interpret : The meaning of the symbol is giving the light as the power of 
the darkness, and this symbol is used as spiritual practice.
e) The Black Crowes, A Rock Singing Group
Datum 10
C-3PO : “Look who it is, did you see who...
“Hmmm.
“Excuse me, Prin…General. Sorry”
“Come along, BB-8, quickly”
Poe : “you changed your hair”.
The picture is the screenshot of the movie (01:20:21) which shows that 
the logo in the neck of the robot was the black crowes or a rock singing group 
logo. The logo found on the neck of the robot including as symbol of the black 
crowes, a rock singing group based on Marrs theory. 
Based on the semiotic process by Pierce’s theory, the brief explanation of 
the symbol can be seen as follows: 
Representament: The robot (C-3PO) was wearing the black crowes or a rock 
singing group logo on the neck and there was an old man and 
alien behind it.
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Object : The pattern below his neck is categorized as black crowes or 
singing group logo.
Interpretant : The meaning of the symbol is helping hands and part of the 
great power.
f) X Cross Saltire as Sign of Death
Datum 11
Kylo : we’re not done yet
Rey : you’re a monster
Kylo : it’s just us now. Han Solo can’t save you. Traitor.
“That Lightsaber. It belongs to me”.
Finn : “come get it”.
The picture is the screenshot of the movie (01:52:25) shows that the 
Light saber forming X cross saltire and it was happening when the character black 
mask wanted to kill the character Finn. 
Based on the semiotic process by Pierce’s theory, the brief explanation of 
the symbol can be seen as follows: 
Representament: The two light sabers which was facing each other with different 
color which is blue and red that was forming X cross.
Object : This X cross was categorized as X cross saltire or sign of the 
death.
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Interpretant : The meaning of the symbol is a death and as the sense of
power.
B. Discussions
In this part, the researcher discussed the data that had been found in “Star 
Wars The Force Awaken” movie. The researcher identified illuminati symbols by 
using Marrs’ and Pierce’s theory. The researcher found that there were seven 
illuminati symbols found in the movie such as All-Seeing Eye (Eye of Horus), 
Light Symbol, Theosophy Crowned Oroboros, Shaped Symbol, The Skull and 
Bones, The Black Crowes-A Rock Singing Group and X Cross Saltire as Sign of 
Death. The symbols are explained further as follows: 
a) All-seeing eye (one eye of Horus)
The researcher found four data related to this symbol such as datum 1, 2, 
3 and 4. Based on Marrs’ theory, it is known as the ‘Eye of Horus’ (the Sun God), 
or the ‘All-Seeing Eye,’ which refers to the protection of Providence, “whose eye 
never slumbers nor sleeps,” alluding to the ‘Big Brother’ system of constant 
surveillance. To the Illuminati, it represents the eye of Satan, who its members 
worship.
In datum 1 it represents the five main stores of the movie covering its 
right eye with Lighsabert and with one eye that is visible to form one eye of Horus 
or All Seeing Eye as object. The interpretation of the symbol implies that 
omniscient or as an element of strength. This symbol was used as a movie cover 
that implicitly sends an illuminati message or contains a propaganda element that 
deliberately in association with the movie.
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Based on the Pierce's Theory, it can be analyzed that the picture in
datum 2 shows that Poe was blocked by the hand of Kylo with black gloves when 
Poe said that “you may rethink your technique” so the angle created a perfect one 
eye referred to All Seeing-Eye based on illuminati symbol. The interpretation 
implies that the sign could see or know something hidden from the man. This sign 
refers to the Eye of Horus which is mystically believed that as the symbol of a 
dark force where the symbol was used as the magic ad powerful because this 
symbol formed when Kylo tries to read all Poe's thoughts so as to trigger Kylo's 
power by using his technique to know, control or see what is hidden by Poe . This 
symbol associated with the illuminati which one eye is used as a powerful and 
popular symbol containing the omniscient meaning and seer.
In datum 3, it shows that there are five Stormtroopers behind the man in 
Badass uniform by wearing red mask which was shaped by one circle. One eye 
seeing Storm troopers’ mask is also considered as All Seeing Eye of Horus 
symbol. So the interpretation is a red color that shows the meaning of courage and 
the part of the one eye symbol surrounded by black color which means evil or 
darkness. Furthermore, the symbol was used by the Guavian's subordinate troops, 
protection and as a form of covenant for a freedom.as the protection and can guide 
the human with the promise for a freedom. We can see from the subtitle that
“Balatik” had lent money for Han so that they want what they have promised to 
follow and in order to develop a government that leads it. The researcher said that 
the symbol referred to illuminati, how they lend money as their tactics to guide the 
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human to follow their group, as we know that illuminati use financial as the 
foundation to support their group. 
In datum 4, it represented that the general Leaia Organa being embraced 
Rey and clearly visible ring used which form one eye of Horus symbol as object 
of illuminati symbol.it shows that the leader of army wearing a ring shape was 
one eye Horus. The Interpretation implies that the symbol of power, strength and 
protective form as a leader who believes that the ring possesses the mystical 
associated with Sun God capable of giving strength and can see everything that 
happens. Furthermore, this symbol was used by leader General Leaia Organa as a 
form of power and protection as a leader because he is able to complete missions 
and bring his members with a freedom from the enemy. From this explanation the 
symbol is related to the illuminati where the Eye of Horus is used as a symbol of 
the organization which refers to the protection of providence and used as a 
popular symbol and relates to the belief of Ra Sun God who is able to control and 
see the entire human world.
b) Light symbol
The researcher found two data related to this symbol such as datum 5, 
and 6. Based on Marrs’ theory, Light symbol is The Light of Krishnamurti relates 
the many-faceted mystical and used as spiritual occurrences of J. Krishnamurti as 
experienced by Gabriele Blackburn, a spiritual healer and clairvoyant. Light is one 
of the most universal and fundamental symbols. It is the spiritual and the divine, it 
is illumination and intelligence.
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In datum 5, the light symbol was set in the background behind the old 
man and shaped a triangle light were space of the darkness. The object is the light 
symbol because the symbol appeared when the old man gave an advice to Poe, as 
we know that the light symbol is the light and wise advices which are always 
connected to illuminati. Therefore, the interpretation of light symbol in the movie
is that enlightened way delivered by wise old man who can provide clues and give 
a good idea of spiritually. Furthermore, this symbol was used as the signal and 
enlightenment of spiritually and intellectually because this symbol appears when 
Poe asks for instructions to tell them what will happen next and signals as a notice 
that the enemy will come. Therefore this symbol has something to do with the 
illuminati that deal with Sun God who knows all and controls the human brain to 
carry out its ambitions.
In datum 6, the picture was set in the dark atmosphere surrounded by a 
large man and in deep black and above his head emits white light. The visible 
light showed that a big man shining enlightened is the picture which is
categorized as the light symbol because the illuminati means that illuminate or 
give the light, it refers to someone who is enlightened, spiritually and 
intellectually (Marrs: 2005). So the interpretation of the symbol is as the give 
enlightenment to guide their member to find the way they want. Furthermore, the 
symbol used as the spiritual practice and used as the ritual place of the kingdom is 
to get the enlightenment which is delivered by supreme leader as the guidance to 
found something, As Marrs said that the light symbol is the light which can guide 
the human brain mystically and spiritually in their member.
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c) Theosophy Crowned Oroboros
The researcher found two data related to this symbol such as datum 7, 
Based on Marrs’ theory, the logo of Theosophy is blatantly occultic, combining 
the crowned Oroboros serpent with both the Jewish Star of David, or six-pointed 
star, and the encircled swastika.
In datum 7, in the picture 1 and two the man wore the helmet which 
showed the emblem and logo of Theosophy crowned Oroboros in their uniform.
Logo on their uniform was categorized as theosophy crowned Oroboros symbol as 
the object. The interpretant is the symbol referring to sense of greatness of the 
kingdom where the army built. Also, whoever wore the symbol, she/he will have 
great power and also it has power to end up other groups. It combines symbols 
drawn from various religious traditions around the world to express the order of 
the universe and the spiritual unity of all life. It is a collection of mystical and 
occultist philosophies concerning, or seeking direct knowledge of the nature of 
divinity and the origin and purpose of the universe. Furthermore, the symbols 
were used as a unity of team resistance as a team of rescue and exterminator 
damage in the land of the planet.
d) Shaped symbol 
The researcher found only one datum related to this symbol such as 
datum 8. Based on Marrs’ theory, this shaped symbol displays in the form of the 
Grand Cross Jewel of the 33rd degree of Scottish Rite Freemasonry. 
In datum 8 is the shaped symbol set in below of feet the statue that lifts 
both hands and stand around the builds. Object is the shaped symbol in below the 
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statue. Interpretant the symbol convey meaning that the symbol on the picture that 
categorized as shaped symbol grand cross showed that the place that using the 
symbol formed by the statue is wealthiest and richest kingdom.
e) Skull and Bones
The researcher found only one datum related to this symbol such as 
datum 9. Based on Marrs’ theory, The Skull and Bones, is an ancient symbol 
with a powerful, hidden meaning. Today the Skull & Cross Bones signifies 
“poison” and we’re warned to “stay away.” In fact, the Skull & Cross Bones is an 
ancient instrument used by sorcerers to gain spiritual power.
In datum 9, it is the symbol of Skull and Bones. We can analyze it based 
on pierce's theory that the picture shows a person wearing black cloak clothing 
throughout his body and faced with black skull and bones as burned out and 
located in a dark and hidden space. Object is the skull and bones. So the symbol 
means giving the light as the power of the darkness. Furthermore, the symbol is 
used as a spiritual practice to get power as the showed from the subtitle that the 
man talk to her father (skull) to ask some guidance and strength to finish her 
mission.
f) The black crowes or a crock Singing Group
The researcher found one data related to this symbol such as datum 10. 
Based on Marrs’ theory, this symbol refers to human life as what illuminati 
members believe. The symbol is the representation of the life circle which is 
connected to each other.
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In datum 10, it is the symbol of the black crowes or a crock Singing 
Group. It can be seen in the neck of the robot in the movie that the symbol is 
related to the robot to communicate the information as human need it. It is related 
to illuminati symbol by Marrs.
Furthermore, we can analyze the data based on theory of Pierce’s theory 
the semiotic process is the picture saw the robot wore the black crow or a rock 
singing group logo in the neck and behind of that, there was an old man and alien 
from the context of how the CPO came with a singing tone to Han Solo. 
Therefore, the logo in the neck indicates that it is symbol of a rock singing group. 
The object in the picture is the black crow or a rock singing group as it is seen in 
the neck of Robot. The interpretation of the symbol can be the cause of happiness 
and describe how the human related to each other to communicate something.
g) X cross saltire
The researcher found only one datum related to this symbol such as 
datum 11. Based on Marrs’ theory, X as Sign of Death, the letter X in 
Freemasonry ritual, pomp and circumstance, it should be noted that upon his 
death, when the departed Mason's body is given a Masonic funeral by the 
assembled brethren, with his immediate family in attendance, the X again comes 
into play. The Monitor is of the Work, Lectures, and Ceremonies of Ancient Craft 
Masonry for the Grand Lodge of the State.
In datum 11, it represented there are two man using the Lightsaber in the 
darkness place, the one man wore full black uniform, he hold red Lightsaber and 
another man used white Light saber, they fight by using Light saber and they were 
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forming X cross Saltire. The X cross saltire symbol is happening when black 
mask wants to kill Finn using Lightsaber and this symbol is categorized an object.  
Symbol X cross Saltire implies the meaning of death and this symbol is used as 
giving the sense of power because when the two lighsabers meet and form an X 
cross saltire so that the circumstances around it are destroyed and eventually Kylo 
die.
Based on the discussion above the researcher concluded that it is true that 
the symbols of illuminati are inserted in the movie but the researcher did not find 
out that an author or producer of the film is a follower of the illuminati group, but 
it is not possible that if there is a follower or member of the secret group that see 
and watch every detail of the movie may be very exaggerating and give excellent 
response even possible to give and expand the appreciation of the producers to 
continue to insert each symbol that can give the impression to the audiences. 
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
This final chapter consists of conclusion and suggestion. After doing analysis 
about illuminati symbols in the “Star Wars “The Force Awaken” Movie, the researcher 
provides some conlusions and suggestions.
A. Conclusion
Based on findings and discussion in the previous chapter, the researcher 
concludes that based on the fourteen kinds of illuminati symbols proposed by Marrs, 
the researcher only found seven kinds of the theory such as All Seeing Eye (one eye 
of Horus), the light symbol, theosophy crowned Oroboros, the shaped symbol, skull 
and bones, black crowes or a crock singing group and X cross saltire.
All Seeing Eye (one eye of Horus) was used as poster from the movie which
explained that the movie has symbols related to the illuminati symbols. The symbol 
was also used as the black magic in the movie. The light symbol was mainly used a 
great power had by someone who was related to the symbol. Theosophy crowned 
Oroboros was used as a unity of team resistance as a team of rescue and exterminator 
damage in the land of the planet. The shaped symbol was used to tell to the audience 
that it was related to a great thing when any kinds of places or things have the 
symbol. Skull and bones was used as a spiritual practice to get power as the showed 
from the subtitle that the man talk to her father (skull) to ask some guidance and 
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strength to finish her mission. Black crowes or a crock singing group was used as 
logo in robot. Lastly, X cross saltire was used as a symbol of a big power. 
B. Suggestions
For further research, the researcher suggests to learn more about semiotic 
especially about symbols, because symbols can take you to other world, place, 
culture, and other symbol, because every place has different culture and symbol. The 
researcher hopes they could be better than this study. They should be able to further 
develop research on all kinds of symbol that exist in other literature controlled by 
using the theory.
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